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Palazzo  
Trousers
LEARN CLEVER TECHNIQUES  
FOR SEWING DOLL GARMENTS

I t’s been a spectacular fashion season—if you’re  
1111⁄22 inches tall. From the introduction of more repre-
sentative dolls in the past several years, to this sum-

mer’s blockbuster movie Barbie, we’ve seen a lot of state-
ment style in extra-extra-extra small sizes. If you, like me, 
began your sewing career dressing Barbie and her friends, 
you may feel nostalgic about this renewed embrace of our 
earliest fashion icon.

I’ve always loved designing and sewing little outfits 
for fashion dolls. They can have a wardrobe that’s much 
more glamorous than most people need for daily life. 
Recently, I took my doll sewing to a new level and wrote 
a whole book about former showgirl “Lola,” her trials 
and tribulations, and her excellent clothes. It’s called 
Doll Couture: Creating Custom Clothes Featuring the 
Story of Lola (The Taunton Press, 2023). One garment 
that didn’t get into the book was a pair of palazzo trou-
sers. At full human scale, this wide-legged silhouette 
is casual and easy to wear, but offers more drama than 
an average pair of trousers. I decided Lola needed this 
garment, too. 

Contributing Editor Kenneth D. King has cloned couture 
for Barbie in New York magazine. KennethDKing.com

Lola’s 
HOW DI D TH EY SEW THAT?

Only the best for Lola: fully lined 
trousers with a custom fit.
The blouse pattern can be found 
in the author’s book, Doll Couture.
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Trouser Front Construction
With this method, you stitch seamlines before cutting along the seam allowances. This makes it easier to handle the small pattern pieces. 
Scan the QR code on p. 18 to download the pattern, or visit ThreadsMagazine.com.

1 Trace and transfer the pattern. Print the pattern and trace it 
onto silk organza with a FriXion pen. Trace it onto the fashion 

fabric’s wrong side with pencil or FriXion pen. You may need a 
light box to see the pattern through the fabric. Trace two copies 
on each fabric; flip the pattern for left and right sides. Include 
directional arrows to indicate center front. Cut the fabrics 
roughly around the tracings, leaving plenty of excess at all edges.

2 Pin the center front seams. Place the organza layers 
together, with the pattern outlines aligned. Pin along the 

center-front seam. With right sides together, do the same for 
the fashion fabric. Then pin each pair of fabrics to paper strips; 
this makes it easier to sew.

3 Sew the seams. Set the sewing machine for a stitch length of  
1.5 mm. Sew the center-front seam on the fashion fabric and 

the organza layers.

4  Trim and clip the seam allowances. Tear away the paper, 
then trim the seam allowances to 33⁄1616 inch wide. Clip into 

the curves.

5 Press the seam allowances open. Work over a narrow point 
presser or other wooden tool.
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Waistline Treatment
Insert the elastic while the garment is flat. This is not a preferred 
method for a full-size garment, but it’s the only way to manage a  
tiny waist circumference.

1 Stitch a 
casing. Sew 

parallel to the 
waist edge,  
11⁄44 inch from the 
finished edge.

2 Mark the 
elastic. Use 

11⁄88-inch-wide 
elastic, and  
place two marks, 
233⁄44 inches apart. 
Don’t cut the 
elastic. Sew  
one end to a 
darning needle.

3 Insert the 
elastic. 

Thread it 
through the 
casing, matching 
the first end 
to one center-
back seamline. 
Machine-sew to 
secure this end.

4 Match the 
remaining 

end. Stretch 
the elastic and 
match the 
mark to the 
other center-
back seamline. 
Anchor the 
elastic. Trim the 
elastic ends to 
about 11⁄22 inch.

6 Join the organza and fashion fabric layers. With right 
sides together, pin the layers together along the waist 

seamlines and along the hem edges. Then sew, following 
the marked seamlines.

7 Trim and press. Trim the hem seam allowances with a 
wavy-edged rotary cutter blade. With scissors, trim the 

waistline allowance to 11⁄88 inch. Press all the allowances 
toward the organza. Turn the work right side out and press 
the edges flat.
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Sew the elastic to 
a darning needle.
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center-back seamline.
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c o n t i n u e d ,  p .  1 8
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Join famed designer Kenneth D. King as he takes you on a 
journey into a fashion universe with Lola and friends, where 
dolls become the clients for custom-made couture.

Doll Couture is your passport to a realm of creativity where
tiny fashionistas rule the runway, and you are their designer. 
You’ll discover: 

 The magic of miniature fashion. Embark on a visual 
grand tour through breathtaking doll couture creations
that push the boundaries of artistry and imagination.

 Design inspiration. Explore the connection between 
storytelling and couture design.

 Masterful techniques. Dive deep into the intricacies
of cra� ing doll couture as King shares expert tips. 

 Step-by-step guidance. Create your own doll couture
from sketch to stitch.

Order your copy today!

ENTER A WORLD
WHERE EVERY OUTFIT 

TELLS A STORY.

LolaLola
INTRODUCING...

Look for other Taunton Press books wherever books are
sold and at www.tauntonstore.com
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Back and Inseam Assembly
This is a one-seam trouser style, so there are no side seams to worry about. 

1 Sew the center-
back seam. With 

the fashion fabric 
right sides together, 
pin the center-back 
seam through all four 
layers. Follow the 
marked seamline to 
sew the seam. Finish 
the allowance with a 
zigzag stitch, 1.5 mm 
long and 1.5 mm wide.

2 Trim and seal the 
allowances. Cut 

close to the zigzag 
stitching and apply  
a fray block. Then  
press the allowances  
to one side.

3 Sew the inseams. 
With the fashion 

fabric right sides 
together, pin and sew 
the inseams. Match 
the crotch seams and 
hem edges, and stitch 
in one pass. Finish the 
allowances with a 
zigzag stitch.

4 Secure the seam 
allowances. Trim 

and seal, as in Step 
2, then press the 
allowances toward 
the back.

Small clothes 
can be huge fun. 

Indulge in bold 
style by dressing 
a fashion doll.
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Scan the QR code for the doll-sized palazzo  
trousers pattern, or visit ThreadsMagazine.com.

web extra
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